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COMMENTS OF THE INSTITUTE FOR
POLICY INTEGRITY AT NYU SCHOOL OF LAW
The Institute for Policy Integrity at New York University School of Law (Policy
Integrity) appreciates the opportunity to submit the following comments in response to the
Virginia’s State Corporation Commission (Commission)’s June 29, 2020 Order Establishing
Proceeding, which seeks comments on questions raised by Virginia Code § 56-585.5 E 5. Policy
Integrity is a non-partisan think tank dedicated to improving the quality of government
decisionmaking through advocacy and scholarship in the fields of administrative law, economics,
and public policy.1
Our comments make the following two related points. The first is that energy storage
deployments can increase emissions from the electricity sector, even if those deployments also
facilitate the integration of variable renewable resources. The second is that the Virginia Clean
Economy Act (the Act) gives the Commission authority to craft rules and regulations that
address and mitigate this potentially adverse outcome. These points are responsive to Question 9,
“Should the regulations mandate or limit the deployment of any particular type of energy storage
resource or facility? If so, please explain,” and Question 14, “What additional provisions should
be included in the required regulations?”
1. Energy Storage Deployments Can Increase Systemwide Emissions
Energy storage resources are necessary to decarbonize the electric grid, but the emissions
impacts of operating those resources depend on the regional generation mix and marginal
emission rates. Marginal emission rates can vary widely across times and locations, and depend
on the marginal generator’s fuel type and efficiency. The electric grid’s marginal emission rate
can be zero when a renewable resource is the marginal generator, but it jumps when a coal-fired
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generator is on the margin. Marginal emission rates are also affected by location-specific
transmission constraints and other operational features of the grid.
The net effect of energy storage on emissions depends on the difference between the marginal
emission rates of charging and discharging periods.2 If an energy storage resource charges when
marginal emission rates are high, and discharges when marginal emission rates are low, it will
increase emissions compared to a scenario involving no use of energy storage.3 Numerous
academic publications have demonstrated that the emissions reduction potential of various
resources—and especially energy storage—depends on the grid’s hourly and sub-hourly
marginal emission rates, such that operating energy storage can increase emissions.4
Another factor that must feature in any analysis of the emissions impacts of energy storage is the
energy losses associated with charging, discharging, and maintaining charge.5 These “round-trip
efficiency” losses vary by technology and can be quite high.6 As a result, even if there is no
difference in the marginal emission rates between charging and discharging periods, energy
storage can increase emissions by simply increasing the amount of energy generation needed to
serve the same amount of load.7
Practically speaking, these features of energy storage could help delay the exit of emitting
resources in Virginia. That is, storage can perform an economic arbitrage function, charging
when it is cheap to do so, and discharging when it is expensive. In Virginia, this could mean
using coal-fired generation to charge and thereby providing coal-fired generators with a way to
increase their capacity factors—and revenues. And this, in turn, could slow those generators’ exit
from the marketplace.
2. The Commission Should Adopt a Rule that Mitigates this Risk
Virginia should follow the example of states that have not only encouraged energy storage
resource deployments but also recognized and sought to mitigate the risk of those resources
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increasing electricity sector emissions for the reasons described above. California, for instance,
amended its Self-Generation Incentive Program after determining that the initial version had led
to net increases in emissions.8 New York adopted rules and incentives for energy storage only
after examining the expected impacts of those deployments on marginal emissions rates and net
emissions overall.9 And Massachusetts has adopted a Clean Peak Standard that uses incentives to
encourage storage and other distributed energy resources to reduce systemwide emissions.10
Virginia’s Clean Economy Act contains several elements that, taken together, provide a
foundation for a Commission rule that encourages energy storage resources to be deployed and
operated in ways that reduce net emissions—or at least do not increase them. To begin, the Act
puts the electricity sector on a path toward eliminating greenhouse gas emissions,11 and
recognizes that energy storage resources will help to achieve that overarching goal.12 In addition,
the Act directs the Commission, when evaluating proposals for new generation, to make use of
the Social Cost of Carbon, a metric that reflects the damage resulting from emitting a unit of
greenhouse gas.13 Although the Act does not instruct the Commission to apply the Social Cost of
Carbon to other analyses, it certainly does not place restrictions on when and how to apply that
metric—which is useful for valuing marginal emissions (or their avoidance) in resource-specific
and system-wide analyses.14 Finally, the Act directs utilities to submit annual plans for
renewables deployments to the Commission from 2020 to 2035 and directs the Commission to
determine whether those plans “give due consideration” to several factors, including emissions
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reductions and the deployment of energy storage.15 And so, although the Act does not expressly
direct the Commission to examine and mitigate the effect of energy storage on marginal
emissions rates, adopting a rule that resulted in demonstrable emissions increases would cut
against the basic purpose of the Act, and would forego an opportunity to pursue that purpose
more efficiently and effectively.
3. Conclusion: What the Commission Should Do
The Commission’s June 29 Order asks, “Should the regulations mandate or limit the deployment
of any particular type of energy storage resource or facility? If so, please explain,” and also,
“What additional provisions should be included in the required regulations?” In response, Policy
Integrity encourages the Commission to consider including in its rule a combination of
incentives and restrictions to prevent energy storage resources from increasing emissions and
lengthening the lives of emitting generators that might otherwise retire sooner. First and
foremost, this would mean directing utilities (or a third party) to analyze and report on the
marginal emissions impacts of storage deployments, either when they are proposed, after they
have been implemented, or both. It would also mean at least exploring—and, ideally, designing
and implementing—approaches to address any net emissions increases identified by the net
marginal emissions analysis. As noted above, models for such approaches are available from the
several states have done so.16
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